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Good morning and thank you for having us present today on the evolution and revolution
of cataloging workflow at Union College. I am John Myers, the Catalog & Metadata
Librarian. I am joined by Hamza Ghumman, who interned with me over last summer and
was instrumental in developing the Java program that is the heart of our revised work. I’d
like to start by reviewing some of the background of the “Four Eras of Cataloging” at Union.
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Four Eras of Cataloging
• Days of old [1st ILS] (

‐2004)

• Batch (PromptCat/WCP) Cataloging [2nd ILS + migration]
(2004‐2020)
• COVID discontinuity (2020)
• New Cataloging (Post‐COVID/2020‐ )

I arrived in 2001, at the end of “the days of old,” when the Acquisitions and Cataloging
workflows were not atypical for the time. Under our 1st ILS these were characterized by:
• Replication of card catalog workflows
• Each step of the Acquisitions, Cataloging, and Final Quality Assurance review involved
one‐by‐one interaction with the same record.
Our 2nd era, of Batch Cataloging under our 2nd ILS saw:
• A shift in the Acquisitions workflow from OCLC to the book vendor as the primary
source of Acquisitions records. Those vendor records delivered in Batch
• The delivery and matching of corresponding OCLC records was via the
PromptCat/WorldShare Cataloging Partners service. These OCLC catalog records were
similarly delivered in Batch.
• There was a bifurcation of the Cataloging workflow into high quality records that
bypassed copy catalogers, and records needing edits by those copy catalogers.
• The bifurcation was achieved through a one‐by‐one triage by our student assistants
using detailed instructions to catch particular routine details in the record but also very
technical details.
• All editing questions were routed through copy catalogers, from low‐level to significant,
prior to processing.
• As before, after processing, all items went through a Final Quality Assurance Review on
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a one‐by‐one basis. Initially performed entirely by copy catalogers but under Alma, we
delegated a first pass to student assistants, largely replicating the triage process.
The impacts of COVID:
• We still ordered items but we no longer had access to delivered items.
• Rather than rely on physical trucks, we shifted to using Acquisition import job reports to
generate a logical set and then an itemized set of corresponding records
• Without students, triage shifted to a copy cataloger, who triaged the set on an entry‐by‐
entry basis. As records were identified as satisfactory or were able to be resolved, they
were removed from the itemized set. The triage profile was significantly reduced to major
encoding level issues and matters that would affect labeling. The residue records were
periodically reassessed.
• In the middle of this realized, while it was effective for the NY Pause, it wouldn’t quite be
sustainable for resumption of on‐site operations, but it did point to how to make further
improvements and possibly be leveraged for management of vendor preprocessing. In
stepped Hamza and his internship and the development of the triage program.
Post COVID New Cataloging, where we are today:
• As before, the Acquisitions workflow is largely done in batch.
• Using the new triage program, we now triage catalog records in batch as well, testing for
issues that are routine fixes or would affect labeling (as we learned from the NY PAUSE
experience). From the associated outputs we can:
• Easily eye‐ball problems and non‐problems with respect to cataloging edits (and
their resolution) from a spreadsheet without need to pull up every record in the
ILS
• Easily eye‐ball problems and non‐problems with respect to processing from a
spreadsheet also without need to pull up every record in the ILS.
• Major problems are easily separated out by students for routing to the Catalog &
Metadata Librarian for upgrading, without the need to pass through a copy
cataloger.
• All records with single call numbers and known sizes will have been pre‐groomed
with location and oversize edits as needed and therefore can be labeled without
diverting them from the processing stream
• Over 90% of records proceed to processing with minimal copy cataloger interaction. Such
copy cataloger interaction is only with the specific records that warrant it.
• The only one‐by‐one interaction with the records is now at the Final Quality Assurance
review phase. And only problems at that phase hit our copy catalogers.

As a result of these changes, we:
• Addressed the processing of 5 months of NY PAUSE acquisitions using about 1.5 FTE
person‐weeks of labor (exclusive of the final quality assurance review)
• Addressed the processing and review of 3 months of Fall Term acquisitions in 3 weeks
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cumulative time.
• Despite a 2 week expanded Holiday Recess and 4 weeks without work study student
assistance due to COVID quarantine dynamics, we are about 3 trucks away from being
fully caught up on the acquisitions since March 2020.
And now I will turn it over to Hamza, who will talk through his development of the program
and some of the technical concerns it engendered.
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Program Details and Technical Concerns
• API retrieval and its challenges
• Using Java to compensate for inability to leverage Alma’s
Drools protocols directly through the API
• Outputs records in a way so that Catalogers only have to
examine in Alma those that need attention.

Hamza:

• Alma made available an API that retrieves the bibliographic data of a record
when provided its MMS ID.
• This API had been presented before at this conference, but I quickly ran
into the same problem the presenter at the time faced.
• The code that Ex Libris made available, to process what the API returned,
didn’t output the metadata I was interested in; the control fields and data
fields of the record.
• This was strange, as the API did in fact return that metadata.
• I was able to make the necessary edits to the existing code and got my program
access to the metadata I was interested in.
• This was enough to automate the initial assessment of the triage process.
• We couldn’t figure out how to export other data, such as the data
produced by Drools algorithms, but I was able to reproduce the algorithm
in Java.
• The same can be done for all Drools algorithms.
• Instead of looking at records one by one, Cataloguers now only have to look at
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the records that require their attention.
• With the time and resources to apply more advanced technology, even
these edits can be automated.
• This has significant implications for larger colleges, where this may be a
significant portion of someone’s job.
Myers note: Due to the scope of our work, decided to constrain the API call to read‐only,
with edits done manually.
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Generate Set from Import Job (All Titles)

Where the previous sections were talk dense for a single slide, this last section will see a
rapid succession of slides through the new process.
This is the Import Job report as found in the History tab of the Manage Jobs function in the
Admin cluster. From it, our Acquisitions staff member generates an Alma set of the
imported records.
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Navigating to All Titles Set

This is the output set, well several of them, as we are still navigating the file management
dynamics for previous shipments. But from each entry, we can access the “Results” under
the triple dots/ellipsis button.
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Creating a new Physical ITEMS set

We found it most effective to work from a Physical Items set, so we have to build a new set
of Physical Items from the All titles set generated from the job report. To do this, we use
the Advanced Search magnifying glass and then change the “search scope” from All titles to
Physical items. The dynamics for this need to be monitored as updates to Alma occur –
there was a significant change in the interface when the new MDE layout was introduced
last summer (and I see that my slide is still drawing on the old MDE). Also, it is VERY
important to remember that the Java triage program is looking for the corresponding MMS
IDs in a specific column of the input Excel data. The MMS ID is output in different columns
depending on which kind of set you are working with. So it is important to make the correct
scope selection, as I learned when attempting to use the program after a 2 month hiatus.
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Exporting the Physical Items Set to Excel

Once we have the corresponding Physical Items set, we output that set in Excel format. We
output all fields for uniformity’s sake.
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The Excel Output
(we actually don’t look at it)

This is what the output looks like, although as noted we don’t actually look at it at this
point, this is just the data to pass through to the program.
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The Command line interface from the
Program (with source Excel file dropped in)

The program interface is a simple Command Line interface, into which we can click and
drag the previous Excel output.
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The Command line interface with the
Program completed

The program processes the MMS IDs and returns this output in the interface and a new
Excel file in the program’s folder.
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The Output Excel

And here we have the results.
Off screen, on the left side of the Excel output is an MMS ID column, to facilitate searching
in Alma
We included overall record condition and also a report of our local Brief Level Rule as a
back up for assessing the records, but the other columns are effective on their own.
We test for call number issues – if only a single LC call number is present, that call number
is the output; if there are less than 1 or more than 1 then there are alerts for those
conditions. This set has no call number issues.
We test for location determinations – most of our books go in our basement stacks and this
is our default. The LC range A‐D as well as oversize are all shelved on floor 2. This set has a
number of B‐classed entries to recode the floor for.
We test for size determinations – if oversize, then we also add a size prefix. Most of these
are normal sized, with one record a CIP record that will require physical examination (or
overlay if the record has been improved)
We test for format issues – chiefly concerned about delivery of electronic resource records
for our tangible resources, but also the potential need for resolving multivolume sets. The
sieve is crude for that, so we are typically also catching crude statements of extent (that is,
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1 v.)
Coding problems catches a few other issues.
This is a somewhat anomalous report, with the large cluster of B‐classed titles, requiring
edits to the holding location.
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The Edited Excel

The previous output is currently passed to a remote copy cataloger to make the necessary
edits. As conditions are resolved and edits are made, the corresponding cell is highlighted
in green. Resolved conditions that will require action are highlighted in orange. Unresolved
conditions are highlighted in red. The edited spreadsheet is roundtripped back to Schaffer
Library, where it is printed out, matched to the truck and used by the students to cross‐
check entries. Any orange entries are pulled to be addressed – typically relabeling for size
prefixes. Any red entries are pulled to be addressed by the Catalog & Metadata Librarian.
Green and unhighlighted entries go directly into the processing pipeline (or review pipeline
now that we have contracted for preprocessing services).
In this case:

• 1 entry has an M‐level record, which upon investigation does have a
corresponding DLC record for the same ISBN but the dates don't match, so we
will pull that for verification.
• 1 entry has a CIP record, which upon investigation is still at the CIP stage, so we
will pull that for local edits for the extent and size.
Both of these have been red‐coded
Meanwhile, the other edits are straightforward location code flips based on class
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letter and have been green coded. Aside from the 2 red‐coded entries, the truck
corresponding to this spreadsheet can move forward.
So, we have seen a progression from workflows with repeated one‐by‐one actions to
workflows increasingly characterized by batch handling, including now at the
Cataloging stage. The only one‐by‐one interaction with the materials and records is at
the final quality assurance where such edits are unlikely to affect the processing. This
shift from “ensuring near perfection” at the outset to an as needed for the next step
approach is cataloging turned on its head.
Thank you and we are open for questions.
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Q&A (1) [answers in notes]:
1. What is your process for ebooks?
2. Are you on campus to match books with bib record for the
ones flagged in red?
3. Is information about the Java app being made available for
others (e.g. through GitHub)?
4. Are there any plans to automate further/collaborate with
CS students to develop even more automated processes?

1. What is your process for ebooks?
Most are managed as packages in the CZ. For faculty requests, we make individual
purchases. The scope of these purchases is still small enough that I manually
overlay preliminary records with full master records from OCLC.
2. Are you on campus to match books with bib record for the ones flagged in red?
Yes. We resumed lower density operations at the end of the NY Pause. I am on
campus twice a week to catch up on‐site work.
3. Is information about the Java app being made available for others (e.g. through GitHub)?
Yes. It is on GitHub at
https://github.com/Hamza‐Ghumman/WMS_PromptCat_Triage
4. Are there any plans to automate further/collaborate with CS students to develop even
more automated processes?
At present, we are still settling in with the new process. It is working well for the
scale of our work. We contemplated but have not implemented, if possible, API
interactions that would automate some any of the particular edits that are
presently just flagged for manual action.
5. How big is your student staff and/or how is your student work program structured? The
responsibilities indicated for your student employees are impressive!
Currently have 2 work‐study student assistants. We previously had 6 at a time when
they had more involved physical processing tasks, such as applying paste to
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bookplates. We are glad to better match their academic abilities to the work they are
assigned!
6. Did you try using Alma analytics to retrieve the items bib info?
We didn't. The foundation of the sets of interest are the MMS SIP IDs from the file
load. It seemed easier to conduct the "hand offs" from the import reports to Alma
sets. But Analytics tends to be a blind spot for me. I don't know if the MMS SIP IDs
are available as a "hook" in Analytics the way it is in Alma proper.
7. Did you develop this at the same time you were implementing Alma?
We migrated in June 2018, so had a couple years of Alma under our belt by the time
COVID struck.
8. So you continued ordering during the entire [NY Pause]?
Yes. Acquisitions staff worked remotely to continue placing orders (after we obtained
budgetary clearance and worked out delivery logistics)
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Q&A (2) [answers in notes]:
5. How big is your student staff and/or how is your student work
program structured? The responsibilities indicated for your
student employees are impressive!
6. Did you try using Alma analytics to retrieve the items bib info?

7. Did you develop this at the same time you were
implementing Alma?
8. So you continued ordering during the entire [NY Pause]?

5. How big is your student staff and/or how is your student work program structured? The
responsibilities indicated for your student employees are impressive!
Currently have 2 work‐study student assistants. We previously had 6 at a time when
they had more involved physical processing tasks, such as applying paste to
bookplates. We are glad to better match their academic abilities to the work they
are assigned!
6. Did you try using Alma analytics to retrieve the items bib info?
We didn't. The foundation of the sets of interest are the MMS SIP IDs from the file
load. It seemed easier to conduct the "hand offs" from the import reports to Alma
sets. But Analytics tends to be a blind spot for me. I don't know if the MMS SIP IDs
are available as a "hook" in Analytics the way it is in Alma proper.
7. Did you develop this at the same time you were implementing Alma?
We migrated in June 2018, so had a couple years of Alma under our belt by the
time COVID struck.
8. So you continued ordering during the entire [NY Pause]?
Yes. Acquisitions staff worked remotely to continue placing orders (after we
obtained budgetary clearance and worked out delivery logistics)
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